Visual tracking is a difficult problem in computer vision due to illumination, pose, scale, appearance variations of object. Most of the trackers use either gray scale/color information or gradient information for image description. However the use of multiple channel features provide more information than single feature alone. Recently correlation filter based video tracking gained popularity due to its efficiency and high frame rate. Existing correlation filters use fixed learning rate to update filter template in every frame. In this paper, a method for adapting learning rate in correlation filter (CF) is presented which depends on the position of target in the present and previous frames (target velocity). This method uses integral channel features in correlation filter framework with adaptive learning rate to efficiently track the object. We experiment this technique on 12 challenging video sequences from visual object tracking (VOT challenges) datasets. Proposed technique can track any object irrespective of illumination variance, occlusion, scale change and outperforms the state-of-the-art trackers.
Introduction
Visual tracking is one of the challenging area in computer vision with variety of applications in video surveillance, auto vehicle navigation, robotics, human-computer interaction, medical fields, as a preprocessing step for action recognition, face recognition and gait identification, etc. 1 The aim of tracking is to predict target position in video sequences, given the location of the object in the first frame. Designing of fast and efficient tracking is difficult due to many reasons, like illumination variations, occlusions, deformations, rotations, scale change, appearance and disappearance of object from scene. Progress has been made in the field of tracking since the last two decades, and many tracking methods have been proposed based on template matching and learning based techniques. In generative tracking 2, 3 , it searches for the target that is most similar to the template. However, search area is limited to region around the present position of target. The object with highest matching score is considered as tracked target. A fast normalized cross correlation is used to match template with the object in every frame 2 . Mean shift tracker tries to select the mode, that maximizes Bhattacharyya distance metric between template and target histogram 3 . In discriminative tracking [4] [5] [6] [7] , searching is treated as classification problem. It learns from object and background and predicts region as target or background. Target with highest confidence score is treated as tracked object. Nguyen Correlation Filters (CF) are used in pattern recognition for object classification, face recognition, biometric recognition 8 . Recently, they have made huge success in tracking due to their speed and localization accuracy. Correlation filters are designed to produce high peaks for a given target in the frame and low or no peaks for non-target. These filters can distinguish target from background along with object localization. Bolme et al. initially proposed Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter for tracking using gray scale features 9 . Non-linear kernelized correlation filters (KCF) are proposed using 31 Channel Histogram of Gradients (HOG) features using circulant matrix 10 . Danelljan et al. used color names as features using Gaussian kernel correlation filters 11 . In CF based visual tracking, filter template is calculated from initial object. The filter template is updated using newly detected object. Fixed learning rate is used in all correlation filter based tracking experiments. In this paper, new method is proposed that uses the adaptive learning rate for tracking. Our contribution in this work is as follows. (1) Integral channel features are used, which includes color, integral gradient, integral histogram and gradient histogram features as feature channels. (2) The relation between learning rate and target velocity are observed and adaptive learning factor is used to update the template. (3) Integral channel features and adaptive learning rate is applied to Gaussian correlation filter framework and compared with state-of-the-art trackers using distance precision, average center location error and overlap precision.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of integral channel features and correlation filter theory. Section 3 discusses the proposed method for visual tracking. Results and discussions of experimental analysis is given in Section 4 and finally concluded in Section 5.
Feature Extraction and Classification
In recent years visual tracking is mainly considered as a classification problem, where the goal is to distinguish object from local background. It requires extracting the best features that can separate object from background. In this section, different types of channel features are discussed, which can be used with correlation filter for visual tracking. The different feature channels are as follows:
Integral channel features
Original image: RGB channels of original color image can be used as color feature channels. Original color image is shown in Fig. 1 
(a).
Gray scale feature: One of the simplest feature is to convert RGB color image to gray scale image as in Fig. 1 
Linear filters: Another type of feature is obtained by convolving the input image with eight oriented Gabor filters and each channel focus on gradient information on different directions. Gabor channel features are shown in Fig. 1 
(c).
Integral Histogram: Sevilla et al. presented an efficient method to compute distributive field for visual tracking 13 .
Histogram over a rectangular region can be computed using integral histogram channels. Each of these channels are smoothed using Gaussian filter in (x, y) plane as well as in feature direction. Any binary value of 1 in channel provide information about existence of a pixel at this location in the original image. A non-zero value in the smoothed channel shows the presence of a pixel of value i around that location in the original image. Integral histogram is found using four bins and shown in Fig. 1(d) .
LUV color feature: RGB color channels are converted to CIE-LUV color channels. These channels serve as color features as shown in Fig. 1 (e). Gradient Histogram: Non-linear transformations include gradient magnitude that captures edge strength in different orientations. Gradient histogram is a weighted histogram with bin index determined by gradient angle and gradient magnitude. Each channel is obtained by the gradient corresponding to a particular orientation given by
where G(x, y) define gradient magnitude of an image I (x, y) at an angle of (x, y). These gradient histograms are used to approximate HOG features. The HOG features in nine different orientations are shown in Fig. 1(g) .
HSV color features:
RGB color image is converted to HSV color channels as shown in Fig. 1 
(h).
Integral gradient: Integral gradient computes edge strength in all direction as shown in Fig. 1 
Color Names: RGB color image is mapped to 11 basic color names 11 , as shown in Fig. 1(j) . These color names include black, blue, brown, gray, green, orange, pink, purple, red, white and yellow.
We considered LUV color space for color information, nine oriented HOG channels and integral gradient histogram for gradient details, normalized gray scale image for luminance, integral spatial histogram as our feature channels. Totally 19 channels are used to describe the object of interest that includes all details.
Correlation filters
Correlation filter is a classifier used for target detection trained with positive and negative images 8 . It is basically spatial/frequency template designed using a set of training images. Unique properties of correlation filters include shift invariance, robustness to noise and partial occlusions. The filter template is cross correlated with the test image and relative shift between template and test image is obtained. 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to speed up the correlation as
where X (u, v) denote 2D DFT of the test image and H (u, v) denote 2D template of correlation filter. C(u, v) is the 2D DFT of correlation output plane c(x, y) and ' * ' denotes the complex conjugate. The correlation filters are designed to produce a high peak at the center of the correlation output plane c(x, y) for the trained images and no or low peaks for untrained images.
Correlation filter design problem is a trade off between the loss term and regularization term of cost function 8 . For given training images x i and corresponding output g i , the cost function is
where Loss(x i , g i ) is the loss function and Reg(h) is the regularizer that prevents over fitting, h is the template, and λ is regularization parameter. Correlation filter tries to minimize cost function
where x k i denotes kth feature channel of input x i , λ denotes trade off between loss function and regularization and k denotes the number of channels and g k i is the corresponding output plane, n denotes the number of inputs used for training. The optimization problem is converted to frequency domain as
To minimize the objective function, differentiate φ with respect to H and equate to zero. The closed form solution for the above expression is given by
Correlation between template and test image is obtained in the frequency domain as
where H * k denotes correlation template in frequency domain. The kernel is applied to transform input vector space x k i to high dimensional feature space φ(x k i ) using the inner product 14
Gaussian kernel, given by
is used to obtain non linear version of linear transformation. Kernel transformation is applied to the Equation (6) to obtain non-linear version of filter template as
Proposed Method for Visual Tracking
Tracking is initiated in the first frame of video sequence using bounding box. A filter is generated using the present appearance of object. The cropped object in the first frame is normalized to have zero mean and norm one. This is further multiplied by 2D cosine function to remove edge effects and to suppress the background. 19 feature channels are extracted from the object region, which is denoted by x k i , where k denotes number of feature channels. g k i represents Gaussian function with σ g = 2, expected corresponding output. This set of features is more robust as it includes color, gradient, luminance, spatial histogram and directional gradient.
For online training data x k i and its 2D DFT X k i at frame number i , the filter transfer function is given by
where, Y k i is the filter template, generated at every frame as
where Y k 1 = X k 1 and η is a learning rate lies in the range 0-1. The learning rate allows the filter to update to the changing conditions of the scene. Learning rates are usually fixed in the range [0.01, 0.15] and an optimum value of 0.025 was found to be suitable for all tracking experiments 9 in most of the existing CF based tracking. If low learning rate is used, it updates the template slowly and the tracker tends to drift off the target. Low learning rate limits the tracker's ability to adapt to quick changes of appearance. However, selection of larger learning rates allow the template to update quickly, but the tracker is more likely to track objects in the background and tend to move faster. Equation (12) denotes a simple correlation template generation from object bounding box and previously learned filter template in frequency domain. Present correlation filters use fixed learning rate to update the template. From our observation, varying learning factor produces better template update. So, in this paper, learning factor is made adaptive to appearance changes and it can achieve better tracking results compared to fixed learning rate. Learning factor can be made variable depending on the change of pose or appearance of object. Moreover appearance change depends on target velocity, which is defined as the pixel difference between present and previous position of object per frame. The relationship between learning factor η and target velocity ν is studied and can be obtained as
where ν denotes the target velocity. Since smaller value of ν denotes slow change in appearance of target and larger target velocity denotes large appearance change. Hence template learning is made adaptive based on the speed of object. By experiments, we show that small learning rate updates the template slowly, which is required when target velocity is small. Similarly, larger learning rate is required when template is to be adapted quickly as target velocity increases. Figure 2 shows the relation between learning rate and target velocity. Integral channel features x k i are extracted from test image in the frame i , its 2D DFT X k i is correlated with learned filter template
Correlation plane output in frequency domain is obtained as
Applying Gaussian kernel Correlation in spatial domain is obtained by taking 2D inverse DFT of C k i .
The peak value in the output correlation plane 19 k=1 c k i corresponds to location of object. Summary of steps of proposed method for video tracking is presented in Algorithm 1.
Results and Discussion
The proposed method in this paper is implemented using MATLAB 2015a on an Intel i5-5200U CPU, @2.20 GHz processor with 8 GB RAM. Dollar's 15 fast implementation is used to extract integral channel features. Twelve challenging sequences are chosen from publicly available VOT challenges 16 that are annotated with occlusion, illumination variation, scale change, in-plane rotation. Initially, adaptive learning rate is studied using integral channel features with template correlation for tracking experiments. For further reference, it is named as integral channel feature based adaptive learning correlation tracking (ICF-ALC). Proposed adaptive learning rate and integral channel features are incorporated in Gaussian correlation filter framework and named as integral channel features with adaptive learning Gaussian correlation filter for tracking (ICF-ALGCF). The proposed methods are compared with HOG feature based kernelized correlation filter (HOG-KCF) 10 , Color name feature based on kernelized correlation filters (CN-KCF) 11 and gray scale feature based minimum output sum of squared error filter (Gray-MOSSE) 9 . HOG-KCF, CN-KCF and Gray-MOSSE filters tend to fail when the object is occluded heavily and appearance of object changes drastically. Drifting is observed in sequences Girl, Panda and Football. CN-KCF tracker uses color attributes as feature channels and it fails when two objects of similar color come close to each other as shown in Walking 2. It also fails during occlusion and pose changes, as seen in Woman, Panda and Surfer. As Gray-MOSSE tracker uses simple gray scale feature, it is likely to fail during occlusion and sudden pose variations.
Comparison of using fixed learning rate (shown in blue) and adaptive learning rate (shown in red) is shown in Fig. 4 . A learning rate η is fixed at 0.025 for all experiments of HOG-KCF, CN-KCF and Gray-MOSSE trackers. It is observed that tracker tends to drift when there is large appearance change in sequences as shown in Panda video. Also drifting is experienced in Shaking video due to sudden pose variations. However, adaptive learning rate adjusts template update and continues to track further. In Girl sequence, fixed rate trackers fail during occlusion, however adaptive learning rate tracker follows girl even in presence of occlusion. Sylvester sequence has many variations of pose and adaptive learning method can track until the last frame.
Performance of tracking algorithm is tested by computing the average Euclidean distance between the center locations of the tracked targets and the manually labeled ground truth positions of all the frames. Distance precision is obtained as average number of frames with center location error less than threshold 1 . The threshold is chosen in the range 0-50 pixels. Another measure is used to find the overlap between target bounding box and ground truth bounding box. Overlap of target bounding box and ground truth bounding box is obtained by
where T i denotes the tracked bounding box in frame i , GT i denotes the ground truth bounding box in frame i . Overlap precision is computed as average number of frames with overlap score greater than threshold. Distance precision and average center location error of five trackers are shown in Table 1 . Figure 3a and Fig. 3b shows distance precision and overlap precision graph respectively (also called success plots) of four trackers, namely HOG-KCF, CN-KCF, Gray-MOSSE and ICF-ALGCF. However, our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art trackers in terms of distance precision, overlap precision and average center localization error.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new approach to adapt learning rate for updating filter template depending on target velocity. The presented method combines Integral channel features based correlation and Gaussian correlation filter framework with the proposed adaptive learning rate. The tracker can accurately track the object efficiently and it is robust to occlusion, clutter, illumination variation and appearance changes without compromising the speed. It has achieved higher distance precision and low average center location error compared to fixed learning rate video trackers. Experiments conducted on 12 challenging sequences from VOT challenges have shown better accuracy in terms of distance precision and average center location error over the state-of-the-art trackers. The proposed approach can be further improved by finding dependency of learning rate on other parameters to make it suitable for challenging conditions.
